Passenger safety in vehicles is the primary concern and hence Vehicle detection for providing enough safety information for Driver Assistant System (DAS) become popular among researchers. Many approaches use different types of information such as shadow, edge, light, to detect the vehicles. Here vision based vehicle detection techniques were summarized. Following topics discussed below, camera placement and the various applications of monocular vehicle detection, common features and common classification methods, motionbased approaches and nighttime vehicle detection and monocular pose estimation.
Introduction
Nowadays thousands of drivers and passengers were losing their lives every year on road accident, due to deadly crashes between more than one vehicles. To save lives and reduce the number of on-road fatalities the Research and development putting much efforts in advanced sensing, environmental perception, and IDA systems. There are number of many research focuses were dedicated to the development of intellectual driver assistance systems and autonomous vehicles over the past decade, which reduces the danger by monitoring the on-road environment. In particular, researchers attracted towards the on-road detection of vehicles in recent years [1] . Different methods were available for on-road vehicle detection which includes radar, LIDAR, and computer vision. In recent years imaging technology has immensely progressed. Computing power has dramatically increased. Concurrently, Cameras are cheaper, smaller, and of higher quality than ever before. Furthermore, parallelization, such as multicore processing and graphical processing units (GPUs), of computing platforms geared in recent years. Such hardware advances allow real-time implementation for vehicle detection using computer vision approaches. With advances in computational technologies and camera sensing, advances in vehicle detection using monocular vision, stereo vision, and sensor fusion with vision have been an extremely active research area in the intelligent vehicles community. Also extensive study has been done on On-road vehicle tracking. Detect and track on-road vehicles in real time now become commonplace for research studies to report the ability to reliably over extended periods [2] . The aggregate of this spatiotemporal information from vehicle detection and tracking can be used to identify maneuvers and to learn, model, and classify on-road behavior.
Use of vision for on-road interpretation is shows in Figure 1 . At the left end, cues were used for on-road vehicle detection listed as motion and appearance etc. One level towards right, detected vehicles are associated across frames, allowing for vehicle tracking. Dynamic motion of detected vehicles measured in Vehicle tracking. At the right end, an aggregate of spatiotemporal features allows for characterization of vehicle behavior, recognition of specific maneuvers, behavior classification, and long-term motion prediction. Examples of work in this emerging area used for prediction of turning behavior, [4] has prediction of lane changes, and [3] has modeling typical on-road behavior. In this paper, various works of vision-based vehicle detection techniques has been reviewed. 
Vision-Based Vehicle Detection
With the help of one or more cameras and some cues shown in left end of Figure 1 , vehicles are detected. Countless challenges exist in computer vision stand-point, on-road vehicle detection. Only weak assumptions are made about the scene structure in on-road environment. The system needs to detect, recognize, and localize the object in video to detect from a moving platform often without dependence on background modeling. Effects of ego and relative motion are introduced by the vehicles on the road in motion. Size, shape, and color of vehicles are variable in the road [1] . Vehicle features has variations in illumination, background, and scene complexity in on-road environment. Erroneous detections can be introduced by complex shadowing, man-made structures, and ubiquitous visual clutter. Many orientations are also encountered in vehicles, including preceding, oncoming, and cross traffic. Scene clutter leads to partial occlusion of vehicle by limiting the full visibility of vehicles in on-road environment. Furthermore, 100% accuracy needed in order to provide the human or autonomous driver with advanced notice of critical situations a vehicle detection system needs to operate at real-time speeds.
Following topics discussed below, camera placement and the various applications of monocular vehicle detection, common features and common classification methods, motion-based approaches and nighttime vehicle detection and monocular pose estimation
Camera Placement
With respect to the ego vehicle a single camera aims to detect vehicles in a variety of locations. To detect preceding and oncoming vehicles the vast majority of monocular vehicle detection studies position the camera looking forward. Valuable insight and safety-critical applications yielded by various novel camera placements. To monitor vehicle's blind spot the camera attached on the side-view mirror, facing toward the rear of the vehicle. Because of the field of view and high inconsistency in the look of vehicles, depending on their relative positions detecting vehicles became difficult with this camera placement. Some of the camera placement positions and detections methods were reviewed below.
Front Facing
Following work have focused on detecting the forego vehicles by placing the camera front focusing. To detect overtaking vehicles using optical flow algorithm a monocular camera placed within the car [5]. When multiple targets found then one which is near to the source car alone will focus and tracked. Kalman filter were used for vehicle tracking. Blind spot also detected using optical flow; also both cars and two wheelers on the lateral side of a driving vehicle can be detected in [6] . In [7] , to monitor the blind spot area a camera is mounted on the vehicle. Full panoramic view of the on-road scene was acquired by mounting an omnidirectional camera on top of the vehicle. Two kinds of part-based features are combined they are related to the characteristics of the vehicle, and multiple models were constructed based on different viewpoints of a vehicle. To construct the detector and estimate the reasonable position of the presence of the vehicle the location information of each feature is incorporated.
In 
Side Mirrors
In order to detect the overtaking vehicles camera has been place in side mirrors. In [11] , Blind spot vehicle detection is presented, using video data obtained from the both left and right mirror of a car, proposed system detects cars in the particular configuration of blind spot, and one side video is used for edge detection and support vector machine (SVM) learning and on the other side is used for template matching.. In [12] , window-based tracking is employed. Vehicles in nearby lanes are detected by first detecting the front wheel and then the rear wheel using a camera looking out the side passenger's window. The Kalman filter is used for tracking the combined parts. In [13], the camera was similarly attached on the side of the TerraMax autonomous experimental vehicle test-bed. Two high resolution wide angle cameras are used in this, with respect of the moving direction each one looking laterally (70 degrees), with an adaptive background subtraction based technique, and motion cues were used to detect vehicles in the side view along with speed estimation and tracking.
Back Facing
Some of the researchers were shown interest to detect the following vehicle by placing the camera on the back side. In [14] , out of the rear windshield the camera was positioned looking backward. While changing lane the following vehicles front faces was detected, in order to advise the driver on the safety. A region of interest was generated using symmetry and edge operator. Haar wavelet feature extraction used to detect the vehicles and SVM classification.
Appearance-Features
For detecting vehicles a variety of appearance features have been used. By measuring the symmetry of an image patch about a vertical axis in the image plane to detect vehicle many earlier works uses this local symmetry operators.
Edge, Shadow and Symmetry
Features like edge, shadow and symmetry used for detecting the vehicles in the following works. Often, after evaluating edge operators over the image the symmetry was computed on image patches, to recognize the vertical sides of the rear face of a vehicle [15] . Including street surface information, shadow and symmetry features are abstracted to 3D sensors and combined with two system models with an cooperating multiple model filter, one system models used for constant velocity, another system models used for constant acceleration. Information of the shape and symmetry of the vehicle and the shadow were used to define geometric model of the vehicle. Algorithm had been speed up with help of a multi-resolution approach. Edge information helps highlight the sides of the vehicle, as well as its cast shadow. Underneath, vertical edge, symmetry and taillight these four cues are merged for the forgoing vehicle detection. The processes including initial sampling, propagation, observation and cue fusion and evaluation are completed by using particle filter with four cues; also particle filter accurately generates the vehicle distribution [16] . To detect vehicles at nighttime symmetry was used along with detected circular headlights and edge energy in [17] . A preceding vehicle was tracked and detected by includes road area finding, vehicle footprint extraction, and vehicle bounding box extraction. To avoid the false detection the footprint of the vehicle inside the road area was detected. Vehicles effectively tracked by extracting the preceding vehicle, and detect the passing car and distant car. Symmetry and edges were also used in [18] . A monochrome images captured by a single camera mounted inside a vehicle and mainly been focused on daylight conditions vehicle detection and tracking. It includes road area to avoid false detections of vehicles caused by the distraction of background objects. Using "shadow" as a cue vehicle presence inside the road area is hypothesized and tracked using a Kalman filter in [19] .
In recent years, general and robust feature sets are used for detecting vehicle rather than from simpler image features like edges and symmetry. These feature sets allow for direct classification and detection of objects in images, now common in the computer vision literature.
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Modern Applied Science Vol. 9, No. 12; 2015 Features like Histogram of oriented gradient (HOG) and Haar-like are extremely well represented in the vehicle detection literature, as they are in the object detection literature.
Histogram of Oriented Gradient HOG Features
First evaluating edge operators over the image used to extract the HOG features and then discretizing and ditching the orientations of the edge intensities into a histogram [20] .
HOG features are expressive image features, showing good detection presentation in a range of computer vision tasks. In [21] , for vehicle detection the symmetry of the HOG features extracted in a given image patch, along with the HOG features themselves. In some cases vehicle pose are also determined by HOG features. The main drawback of HOG features is that they are quite slow to compute. Implementing HOG feature extraction using GPU, recent works have speeding up the process.
Haar-Like Features
In Haar-like features [22] sums and differences of rectangles over an image patch are composed. Haar-like features are well suited for real-time detection of vehicles or vehicle parts due to following advantages such as highly efficient to compute, sensitive to vertical, horizontal and symmetric structures. In [14] , with a rear-facing camera the front faces of following vehicles were captured and vehicle was detected by extracting Haar features. Using front-facing camera mostly Haar-like features have been used to detect the rear faces of foregoing vehicles. By detecting the front and rear wheels the Haar-like features are used for detect the side profiles of vehicles [12] .Also Haar-like features have been used to track vehicles in the image plane.
Others Feature based Detection
In [23] , HOG features and Haar-like features were analyzed and they are combined to detect vehicle. To detect the rear faces of vehicles, including during partial occlusions Scale Invariant Feature Transform(SIFT) features were used in [24] .The Hidden Random Field (HRF) model extended to incorporate logistic regression classifiers into unary potentials to detect the vehicle in in a still image taken by camera. In [7] , SURF: Speeded up Robust Features and edges were combined to detect vehicles in the blind spot. In [25] , vehicle has been reconditioned within a region of interest (ROI) in an image by obtaining the ROI by a radar sensor then two classifiers support vector machine (SVM) and a neural network have been used to verify the effectiveness of the features and they are used for vehicle detection. For detecting parked sedans in static images dimensionality reduction of the feature space, using a combination of principal component analysis and independent component analysis, was used in [26] .
Motion-Based Approaches
Motion of the vehicles is also used for detecting the vehicles in many approaches following are the works related to vehicle detection using movement.
Forego Motion
In [13] , an adaptive background model was constructed to differentiated vehicles from the background based on motion. To model the area where overtaking vehicles tend to appear in the camera's field of view an adaptive background modeling was used in [27] . Geometrical relations between the elements in the scene so that moving objects were exploited for vehicle detection. In [28] , between the successive images homography matrix was computed; for reliable and accurate homography estimation Kalman filtering based probabilistic framework is presented, which in turn allows to detect the moving vehicles in the image. This method seems likely to return many false alarms, but quantitative performance analysis was not included. Optical flow was used in conjunction with appearance-based techniques. Ego-motion estimation using optical flow and integrated detection of vehicles was implemented in [29] . Ego-motion estimation using an omnidirectional camera and detection of vehicles was implemented in [8].
Over Taking Motion
A model of overtaking vehicle areas in the images in the scene background was implemented by integrates dynamic scene modeling, hypothesis testing, and robust information fusion was used in [30] . A combination of optical flow and symmetry tracking was used for vehicle detection also interest points that persisted over long periods of time were detected as vehicles traveling parallel to the ego vehicle. In [5] , optical flow was used to detect overtaking vehicles in the blind spot. A similar approach for detecting vehicles in the blind spot was reported in [6] . 
Nighttime Vision Based Detection
The vast majority of vision-based vehicle detection papers are dedicated to daytime conditions. Night-time conditions may be dealt with in a few ways. Some techniques make use of wide dynamic range of cameras to acquire the image or video during night times. In some approaches day time detection method used for detecting vehicles at night time with well-illuminated nighttime [16] .
Often by detecting the headlights and taillights of vehicles absent specialized hardware or illumination infrastructure, various studies have trained specific models for detecting vehicles at nighttime, encountered on the road. In low-light conditions color space thresholding used for initial segmentation step in detecting vehicle lights. In [31], using stereo vision by extracting vertical edges and 3-D and color in the Lab color space the vehicle is detected at nighttime. In [30] , based on image segmentation and pattern analysis techniques the oncoming and preceding vehicles were detected and tracked, thresholding the grayscale image were used for localizing the taillights. In [17] , symmetry, edge energy, and detected circles are used to track vehicles using particle filters. To compute longitudinal distance for nighttime vehicles uses the pinhole model is featured in [32] . Vehicles are detected by localizing pairs of red taillights in the hue-saturation-value color space. The camera has been configured to reliably output colors by controlling the exposure, optimizing the appearance of taillights for segmentation. The segmented taillights are detected as pairs using cross correlation and symmetry. Vehicles are then tracked in the image plane using Kalman filtering. In [33] , multiple vehicles are detected by tracking headlight and taillight blobs, a detection-by-tracking approach. The tracking problem is formulated as a maximum posterior inference problem over a random Markov field.
Conclusion
In this paper an important research area of Vehicle detection works had been review. In particular vision based works had been literature here. Previous works on the vehicle detection listed based on camera poisons, feature based detection and motion based detection works and night time detection. Various aspects has been reviewed by camera placement and the various applications of monocular vehicle detection, common features and common classification methods, motion-based approaches and nighttime vehicle detection and monocular pose estimation. In future combined continuous detection can be implemented which includes detecting two wheelers as well as four wheeler.
